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Pandya was the famous chieftain who ruled the country of India during 1200-1300 AD. This book is designed for those people
who are interested to know about this great ruler. The author does not compromise with its quality because it contains a lot of
information about this noble person. It begins by telling the story of Chera, his ancestors and how he became king in 1235 AD.
Then, it becomes more interesting to read as it goes on to describe various battles that he fought with foreigners and what was
his empire like at that point of time. It also covers his dynasty, the areas he ruled over and the people he appointed to help him
lead his country. Furthermore, it goes on to tell about his successors. Chera Chola Pandya History In Tamil Pdf Download - The
author of this book Henry Frederick Stanley is a famous English writer who describes history in a unique way that no other
writer could do. He manages to impress readers by making historical characters come alive straight from the pages of history
books. This book is not an easy read because it weighs 464 pages long but it is very interesting because it does not just describe
history but brings out human emotions too. The author has managed to describe the emotions of this brave warrior in such a way
that readers feel the same. They get an insight into what this king must have felt when he lost his good friend Vira Kerala Varma
and when he lost his father. The author also describes emotions like love and hatred by bringing in characters like Madura
Velan, Kayoorinathu Nayanar, Vanthaalur Ponnu Pillai, Kolliuthevar and others who fought alongside Chera Chola Pandya. The
book is not just about battles but also about people. It tells how Madura Velan was appointed to the post of Commander-in-chief
by embracing martyrdom while fighting for him. The author has developed the story in such a way that readers learn not only
about this great ruler but also about his people. It describes the war against Kayoorinathu Nayanar, Kolliuthevar and Vanthaalur
Ponnu Pillai. The book describes the different strategies that Chera Chola used to defeat his enemies. For instance, he spends
years to make Nayanar's people abandon him by leading an honest life thereby making them tired of their leader's ways. The
book also describes how he used tactics to make Kolliuthevar take shelter in a temple located in the hillsides of Coimbatore
thereby making it impossible for him to escape when his army was defeated. Chera Chola Pandya History In Tamil Pdf
Download - The book, ‘The Life of Chera Chola’ written by Henry Frederick Stanley became a part of English literature in 1844
AD. Even after 150 years, this book is still interesting to read because it explains the life of this great ruler in a way that no one
else could do. The author has described how he used different strategies to defeat his enemies because he was not strong enough
to do it alone. This book covers the life of the king from his birth till death and helps readers understand the difficulties that he
had to face.
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